
 

Junior Front-end Developer 

Role Overview 
At Mobile Jazz we are hiring a Junior Web Frontend Developer  to join Erika Lust team for a 
half time job. You will be integrated in Erika Lust team to do web maintenance, general IT 

related tasks and you will also work closely together with Mobile Jazz developers to improve the 

existing video on demand platforms. Erika Lust office is located in Borne, and the working time 

is 4 hours per day Monday to Friday. 

Requirements 
● Fluent in English and Spanish. 

● Good knowledge of HTML and CSS. 

● Some experience writing PHP code. 

● Feel comfortable writing JS. 

● Feel comfortable using git and the command line, and understand the benefits of 

working in a continuous integration / deployment environment. 

● Personal projects that show an aptitude for engineering and product sense. 

 

Bonus skills and experience 
● Front end - you have worked with SASS and have experience working with Compass, 

Bootstrap, Foundation or other CSS frameworks. 

● Back end - you have in-depth experience with PHP and object-oriented programming 

and MySQL. 

How to Apply 
Please submit your application via email with your CV (LinkedIn profile is fine) in English. Add 

also any relevant links to personal projects you’re involved. Community profiles are always a 

plus. 

 

Subject: [Junior Frontend] Your Name 
Email: jobs@mobilejazz.com 
 

To get some bonus points for you application, you can submit your application by sending a 

POST HTTP request to https://mobilejazz.com/jobs/apply with Content-Type set to 

“application/json”, and a JSON document as body with the following keys: 

● “name”: Your real name as a String. 

● “email”: Your email address where we can contact you as a String. 

● “about”: Why you’re interested in this position and why you think you’re the right person 

to get the job done, String. 

● “urls”: Array of Strings, with URLs describing yourself. You can include as many as you 

want, like your LinkedIn profile, GitHub, BitBucket, MasterBranch, etc. 

● “teams”: Array of Strings, with one or many teams that apply to teams that you wish to 

apply for. The values must be amongst the following: android, ios, windows, backend, 

frontend, design 



 

About Erika Lust 
 

ERIKA LUST FILMS is a film company  based in Barcelona creating new waves in adult cinema 

since 2005. Erika Lust Films provides a home for those seeking an alternative to mainstream 

porn: where the feminine viewpoint is vital, the aesthetic is a pleasure to all of the senses, and 

eroticism and innovation are celebrated. 

 

As a company it has fully embraced the digital world and they are focused on providing a high 

quality experience to their customers. So they are doing a big investment on development and 

trying to follow what the industry demands. 

 

About Mobile Jazz 
 

Mobile is not the next big thing, mobile is now. In recent years handheld devices have 

dominated the world and we’re party responsible for that. We love working with fresh concepts 

and upcoming mobile technologies that challenge and disrupt industry standards. 

 

We’re a remote friendly company with our HQ in a 9th floor office in the center of beautiful 

Barcelona. We’ve got a (mostly) sunny terrace equipped with a barbeque, a kitchen and a cozy 

room with a Wii U for the mental breaks. 

 

 


